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life lithium ion batteries  
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Ge-based compounds show great potential as replacements for traditional graphite anode in lithium-ion 

batteries (LIBs). However, large volume changes and the low conductivity of such materials result in poor 

electrochemical cycling and rate performance. Here we fabricate a self-supported, three-dimensional (3D) 

sponge-like structure of interlinked Zn2GeO4 ultrathin nanosheets anchored vertically on nickel foam (ZGO 

NSs@NF) via a simple hydrothermal process assisted by cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB). Such 

robust self-supported hybrid structures greatly improve the structural tolerance of active materials and 

accommodate the volume variation that occurs during repeated electrochemical cycling. As expected, the self-

supported ZGO NSs@NF composites demonstrate excellent lithium storage with a high discharge capacity, 

long cycling life and good rate capability when used as binder-free anodes for LIBs. A high reversible 

discharge capacity of 794 mAh g-1 is maintained after 500 cycles at 200 mA g-1, corresponding to 81% 

capacity retention of the second cycle. Further evaluation at a higher current density (2 A g-1) also delivers a 

reversible discharge capacity (537 mAh g-1) for this binder-free anode. This novel 3D structure of self-

supported ultrathin nanosheets on a conductive substrate, with its volume buffer effect and good interfacial 

contacts, can stimulate the progress of other energy-efficient technologies. 

 

Introduction  

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are considered to be one of the 

most promising power sources for portable electronic devices, 
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and stationary grid 

applications due to their high energy densities, long-term 

cycling stability, no memory effects and eco-friendliness.1-4 

One challenge that faces the further development of high-

performance LIBs is the limited capacity of graphite negative 

electrodes (372 mAh g-1).2, 5, 6 Tremendous efforts have been 

made to develop new anode materials that could replace 

traditional graphite anodes, including using group IV elements 

(silicon, germanium and tin),7-10 and transition metal 

oxides/sulfides.11-18 Among them, special attention has been 

paid to Ge-based anodes due to their high theoretical specific 
capacities (ca. 1600 mAh g-1) by forming the alloy Li4.4Ge, fast 

Li+ diffusivity (400 times faster than Si) and good electric 

conductivity (almost 100 times higher than Si).19-25 However, 

like most metal-based electrodes, pure Ge anodes are expensive 

and suffer from rapid capacity decays caused by the large 

volume changes (about 370%) that occur between the lithium 

alloying and de-alloying process.23-25  

The exploration of stable and high-capacity ternary metal 

germinate compounds has the great potential to improve 

electrochemical cycling performances and reduce the 

fabrication costs of Ge-based anodes. Partially substituting 

expensive Ge with cheaper metal elements such as Zn, Cu, Fe, 

Cd, Ca and Co in the ternary oxide structure could generate a 

moderate buffer zone to accommodate volume variation of 

electrode materials by means of the favorable synergistic effect 

and simultaneously improve electrode electrochemical 

performance.26-39 Ternary Zn2GeO4-based anodes have been 
well studied in literature and they can deliver a high theoretical 

capacity of 1443 mAh g-1 based on conversion and lithium 

alloying reactions (Zn2GeO4 + 8 Li+ + 8 e- → 2 Zn + Ge + 4 

Li2O, Ge + 4.4 Li+ + 4.4 e- ↔ Li4.4Ge, Zn + Li+ + e- ↔ LiZn).40 

Despite significant efforts, the practical application of such 

Zn2GeO4-based anodes is still hampered by their fast capacity 

fading and poor rate capability, which can be ascribed to their 

intrinsic poor electronic conductivity and large volumetric 

variation upon cycling.41-43 Meanwhile, severe pulverization 

and structural collapse of the electrodes, significant aggregation 

of the intermediates, and subsequent detachment of the active 
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materials from the current collector are also responsible for 

limiting the electrochemical cycling performance of Zn2GeO4-

based anodes.44, 45 

As shown in Figure 1A-C, directly growing electroactive 

materials with well-designed nanostructures (0D, 1D, 2D and 

3D) on conductive substrates as binder-free electrodes has 

become an effective strategy for enhancing the battery cycling 

stability and rate capability.46-49 The improvement in cycling 

stability is due to enhanced electronic conductivity and 

interfacial contacts between the current collector and the active 

materials compared with the simple physical mixing. For 

example, Wang and co-workers synthesized carbon coated 

coaxial Zn2GeO4 nanowires on copper foil as the anode 

material, which exhibits a remarkably stable discharge capacity 

of 790 mAh g-1 after 100 cycles.50 Subsequently, they grew a 

carbon-coated Zn2GeO4 particle film on a nickel foam as a 

binder-free anode for LIBs.51 Shen and co-workers also 

reported a good cycling stability for anodes engineered from 

metal germanate nanowires such as Ca2Ge7O16, SrGe4O9, 

BaGe4O9, and Zn2GeO4 grown on carbon textiles.39, 52 To the 

best of our knowledge, the reported morphologies of metal 

germanate compounds in the literature mainly include 

nanoparticles, nanorods and nanowires.37-45, 53-59 Compared 

with the reported morphologies, the free-standing ultrathin 

nanosheets with an interlinked self-supported network aligning 

on a conductive substrate usually offer a more robust 

mechanical structure as well as better electrolyte diffusion 

within the electrode, a larger exposed specific surface area and 

more abundant active sites to carry out  the electrochemical 

reactions, thus can deliver good electrochemical performance.13, 

14, 60 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a binder-free electrode and the influence of CTAB on the morphology of the hierarchical 

hybrid ZGO NSs@NF and ZGO NRs@NF. 

 
In this work, we successfully develop a novel hierarchical 

hybrid nanostructure of free-standing ultrathin Zn2GeO4 

nanosheets anchored on nickel foam (NF) substrates (denoted 

as ZGO NSs@NF) via a simple hydrothermal process assisted 

by cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) as schematically 

illustrated in Figure 1D-J. The free-standing ultrathin ZGO 
NSs are interconnected to demonstrate a 3D self-supported 

sponge-like structure, which uniformly covers the conductive 

NF substrate. When used as binder-free anodes for LIBs 

directly, the self-supported ZGO NFs@NF composites 

demonstrate highly enhanced electrochemical performance due 
to their large surface area, high porosity, and robust structural 

tolerance. A high reversible discharge capacity of about 793 

mAh g-1 has been successfully maintained after 500 cycles at a 

current density of 200 mAg-1, corresponding to about an 81% 

reversible discharge capacity retention of the second cycle. 

Even when cycled at a higher current density of 2 A g-1, the 

self-supported ZGO NSs@NF anodes still deliver a stable 

discharge capacity of about 537 mAh g-1, exhibiting an 

excellent rate capability. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 2A shows the digital picture of NF substrate and as-

prepared 3D self-supported ZGO NSs@NF composites. 

Obviously, after the simple CTAB-assisted hydrothermal 

process, the surface of NF substrate becomes darker, 

confirming the successful growth of ZGO layer on NF substrate. 

Remarkably, binding, starching and twisting the composite 

electrode does not result in visible changes to black powder 

peeling from the substrate as can be seen in Figure S1 (see 

Supporting Information). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 
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of the as-prepared self-supported ZGO NSs@NF are shown in 

Figure S2 (see Supporting Information) to distinguish their 

crystallographic structure and phase purity. Except for the three 

characteristic diffraction peaks derived from the NF substrate 

(JCPDS no. 04-0850), all the other diffraction peaks are 

indexed to the rhombohedral Zn2GeO4 crystalline structure 

(JCPDS no. 11-0687).43, 61 No additional peaks can be found, 

which strongly suggests that the self-supported ZGO NSs@NF 

composites have a high purity. More importantly, the energy 

dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis as shown in Figure S3 (see 

Supporting Information) further confirms that the self-

supported hybrid composites are mainly composed of Ni, Zn, 

Ge and O elements, and the atomic ratio (At%) of Zn: Ge is 

close to 2:1. The Ni elements in the EDX plot are from the NF 

substrate. 

 

Figure 2. (A) Digital photo, (B-D) FESEM, (E) TEM, (F) HRTEM images and (G) EDX–element mapping of the ZGO NSs@NF 
obtained through CTAB-assisted hydrothermal reaction at 160 oC for 180 min. The inset image in E shows the SAED pattern. 

The morphologies of as-prepared ZGO NSs@NF are 

examined by field-emission scanning electron microscopy 

(FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-

resolution TEM (HRTEM) as shown in Figure 2B-F. Figure 

2B shows the morphology of the novel ZGO NSs@NF at low 
magnification. The coating seems to be homogeneous with no 

clear aggregations of ZGO NSs on the NF substrate. At higher 

magnification, Figure 2C and 2D distinctly reveal those 

ultrathin ZGO NSs are interconnected each other and arranged 

in a 3D sponge-like network. Such an interlinked porous 
structure is self-supported and firmly anchored on the 

conductive substrate. However, when we repeated the 

experiment without placing NF substrate in the hydrothermal 

system, only a few pristine ZGO nanoflakes are obtained as 

shown in Figure S4A and S4B (see Supporting Information). 

Additionally, close observation (Figure S4B) reveals that most 

ZGO nanoflakes are stacking together to form clusters, which 

means one of the roles of NF is to prevent the aggregation of 

ultrathin ZGO flakes. To obtain more detailed microstructural 

information, the self-supported ZGO interlinked NSs are 

exfoliated from NF by ultrasonication in ethanol, and then 

dripped directly onto a copper grid to carry out TEM analysis. 

Figure 2E shows that the flake size of the exfoliated ZGO NSs 

is around 200 nm. We believe that the actual flake size on the 

NF substrate is much greater than 200 nm. Due to the strong 

adhesion between ZGO NSs and the NF substrate, extensive 

sonication was requited, resulting in breaking the ZGO flakes 
into smaller fragments. The polycrystalline nature of the 

rhombohedral Zn2GeO4 phase is also confirmed by the 

intermittent diffraction rings shown in the insert of Figure 2E. 

In addition, the structural feature of a typical ZGO NS fragment 

with visible lattice fringes has been observed in an HRTEM 

image (Figure 2F). The marked interplanar distance of 0.269 

nm corresponds to the (410) crystal planes of the rhombohedral 
Zn2GeO4 phase. Element mapping further confirms the 

chemical components of as-prepared ZGO NSs@NF 

composites (Figure 2G). All the key elements, including Zn, 

Ge and O, are detected distinctly with homogeneous 

distribution throughout the measurement area. 
We find that the CTAB surfactant plays a crucial role in the 

successful formation of the 3D self-supported ZGO NSs on an 

NF substrate. We have conducted several experiments with 

different amounts of CTAB added during the hydrothermal 

reaction. The FESEM images of as-synthesized materials are 

shown in Figure S5 (see Supporting Information). Figure S5A 

shows the products of the hydrothermal process without CTAB 

addition. Clearly, only short ZGO nanorods (NRs) with a 

hexagonal cross-section can be detected on the NF (denoted as 

ZGO NRs@NF), but these free-standing ZGO NRs anchored 

on NF surface are isolated from each other. When adding a 

little amount (0.3 mmol) of CTAB into this hydrothermal 

system, most free-standing ZGO NRs disappear and are 

transferred into small sheet-like protuberances covering on NF 

surface as shown in Figure S5B. Further increasing the amount 

of CTAB to 0.7 mmol, the sheet-like tiny protuberances have 

grown into interconnected ZGO NSs, which are free-standing 
anchored on NF support (Figure S5C). Meanwhile, less and 

less rod-like structure of ZGO NRs could be observed, 
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suggesting that CTAB has an important influence on the 

formation of ultrathin ZGO NSs with a self-supported structure 

in this work. We believe that the adsorption of CTAB 

molecules on some facets of crystalline ZGO subunits 

significantly lowers their surface free energy and drives the 

formation of the sheet-like nanostructure on NF.62 Similar 

phenomenon was observed in the fabrication silver 

nanoplates.63 However, as can be seen from Figure S5D, even 

when the amount of CTAB is increased to 2 mmol, we still only 

obtain the ultrathin ZGO NSs anchored on NF substrate. 

Therefore, we chose 1 mmol as the optimal amount of CTAB in 

this research. 

To further understand the growth mechanism of the self-

supported ZGO NSs@NF, we collected a series of samples at 

different intervals in the hydrothermal process and investigated 

their morphologies using FESEM as shown in Figure 3. The 
ZGO flakes start to appear on the NF substrate in the initial few 

minutes of hydrothermal treatment (Figure 3A). These original 

flakes work as seeds for further growth and it took only 30 min. 

of processing to fully cover the NF substrate with thin ZGO 

flakes (Figure 3B). The second layer, grown on the top of the 

first ZGO layer, seems to be composed of thinner flakes. The 

new flakes appear to be oriented vertically on the substrate as 

can be seen from the SEM image of the sample after 60 min. 

(Figure 3C). Longer processing times, 120 min. (Figure 3D) 

and 180 min. (Figure 3E), lead to a more ordered arrangement 

of these ultrathin flakes creating  honeycomb-like structures 

with the ZGO flakes interlinked at the edges and aligned 

vertically on the NF support. However, prolonged treatment 

(such as 240 min.) leads to excessive growth of the thin ZGO 

flakes in a direction parallel to the substrate, thus showing the 

increasing flake thickness (Figure 3F). Therefore, we settled on 

an ideal hydrothermal period of 180 min at 160 oC to obtain the 

self-supported ZGO NSs@NF composites. The gradual 
evolution process is illustrated schematically in Figure 3G-K. 

 

Figure 3. FESEM images of ZGO@NF products obtained at 160 oC for various hydrothermal times: (A) 10 min, (B) 30 min, (C) 

60 min, (D) 120 min, (E) 180 min and (F) 240 min. 

Next we carried out CV measurements at a scanning rate 

of 0.5 mV s-1 in the voltage window of 0.01-3 V vs. Li/Li+ to 

identify the electrochemical reactions of self-supported ZGO 

NSs@NF composites by directly using them as binder-free 

anodes for LIBs. As shown in Figure 4A, the initial CV scan 

is very different from subsequent ones, but there are no 

apparent differences from the second cycle onwards, 

especially in the charge branch. In the initial cathodic sweep, 

two reduction peaks can be observed on the CV plots. The 

predominant peak located at about 0.63 V may be ascribed 

to the decomposition of Zn2GeO4 into Zn, Ge, Li2O and the 

formation of a solid electrode interface (SEI) film, as well as 

the partial degradation of organic electrolyte.38, 64 Another 

relatively  peak  at round 0.31 V can be attributed to the 

alloying reactions of Zn-Li and Ge-Li.50, 55 Compared with 

the reduction peak in the first cycle, the strong reduction 

peak at 0.63 V shifts to a higher voltage (about 0.84 V) in 

the second cycle and then moves back slightly to a lower 

voltage again in the third cycle.51 In the anodic sweep 

process, a distinct oxidation peak can be detected at about 

1.39 V corresponding to the reoxidation of metallic Zn and 

Ge into ZnO and GeO2, respectively.42 The weak and broad 

peak between 0.4 and 0.9 V was assigned to the delithiation 

reactions of the Li-metal alloys.50 Therefore, according to 

the CV analysis and previously reported lithium-storage 

mechanisms of ZnO and GeO2, the corresponding 

electrochemical reactions for the ZGO NSs@NF anode 

might be expressed as follows.38, 40, 65 

Zn2GeO4 + 8 Li+ + 8 e− → 2 Zn + Ge + 4 Li2O              (1)  

Zn + Li+ + e− ↔ LiZn                                                      (2) 

Ge + 4.4 Li++ 4.4 e− ↔ Li4.4Ge                                       (3) 

 Zn + Li2O ↔ ZnO + 2 Li+ + 2 e−                                    (4) 

 Ge + 2 Li2O ↔ GeO2 + 4 Li+ + 4 e−                              (5) 
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Figure 4. Electrochemical characterization: (A) CVs of 

ZGO NSs@NF tested at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s-1 between 

0.01 and 3 V; (B) discharge-charge voltage profiles of ZGO 

NSs@NF at a current density of 200 mA g-1 in the cut-off 
voltage of 0.01-3 V; (C) cycling performance; and (D) rate 

capability of ZGO NSs@NF, ZGO NRs@NF and ZGO 

flakes evaluated at different current densities between 0.01 

and 3 V. 

The lithium storage properties were further investigated in 

a single half-cell using galvanostatic discharge/charge 
measurements. Figure 4B reveals the corresponding 

discharge/charge voltage profiles of the 1st, 2nd, 10th, 100th 

and 500th cycles of the binder-free ZGO NSs@NF electrode 

at a current density of 200 mA g-1 within the cut-off voltage 

of 0.01-3.0 V vs. Li/Li+. For the first cycle, the self-

supported ZGO NSs@NF electrode delivers high discharge 

and charge capacities of 1564 and 928 mAh g-1, respectively, 

presenting an irreversible loss of about 40.7 %. Such 

irreversible capacity loss in the first cycle is usually due to 

the possible decomposition of electrolyte, the formation of 

an SEI layer on the surface of the electrodes, an incomplete 
conversion reaction or  irreversible lithium uptake.64 The 

discharge plateaus at 0.2-1.0 V and the charge plateaus at 

0.5-1.4 V observed in the discharge/charge curves can be 

attributed to the lithium alloying and de-alloying reactions.55 

All the data are in good agreement with the above-

mentioned CV results and the literature.38, 50, 51 From the 

second cycle onwards, the voltage profiles of self-supported 

ZGO NSs@NF anodes are nearly overlapping, indicating the 

reversibility of the electrochemical reactions. Figure 4C 

further compares the cycling properties of ZGO NSs@NF, 

ZGO NRs@NF and ZGO flakes at a current density of 200 
mA g-1. The self-supported ZGO NSs@NF anodes exhibit 

the best specific capacity and cycling stability in the three 

electrodes. The discharge capacities of this binder-free 

electrode consistently maintain a high and stable value of 

about 794 mAh g-1 even after 500 cycles at 200 mA g-1, with 

the exception of a slight increase before the initial 30 cycles. 
The gentle increase in capacity in the initial cycles implies a 

slow activation process, which might be related to the 

inadequate surface contact at the beginning of the 

measurement between electroactive ZGO NSs@NF and 

electrolyte.55 Meanwhile, build-up of a stable SEI layer on 

the active materials also needs a certain number of cycles, 

which leads to a slight increase in the discharge capacity in 

the initial cycles.66 It is worth noting from Figure 4C that the 

Coulombic efficiencies of the self-supported ZGO NSs@NF 

anodes are more than 98 % after the initial cycles and remain 

almost unchanged in the subsequent cycles. The high 
Coulombic efficiencies highlight the excellent energy-

conversion efficiency of the self-supported ZGO NSs@NF. 

Like the self-supported ZGO NSs@NF anode, the ZGO 

NRs@NF anode also presents good electrochemical cycling 

stability since the ZGO NRs are also anchored to a 

conductive NF substrate. However, the discharge capacities 
decrease slowly from 983 mAh g-1 for the second cycle and 

maintain a low value of about 613 mAh g-1 over 300 cycles. 

We believe that the relatively small specific surface area of 

the hybrid ZGO NRs@NF is responsible for making the 

discharge capacities lower than those of the self-supported 

ZGO NSs@NF.67 However, without the support of the 

conductive NF, the pristine ZGO flakes demonstrate the 

poorest cycling stability compared with the other two binder-

free electrodes. After the second cycle, the discharge 

capacity decreased over 300 cycles from 971 mAh g-1 to 147 

mAh g-1 at the 300th cycle. To compare the rate capabilities 
of the three samples, the test cells were further evaluated at 

different current densities ranging from 200 to 2000 mA g-1 

as shown in Figure 4D. The discharge capacities of ZGO 

NSs@NF and ZGO NRs@NF slowly decreased with 

increasing current densities. The ZGO NSs@NF and ZGO 

NRs@NF electrodes still deliver reversible discharge 
capacities of 537 and 302 mAh g-1, respectively, at a current 

density of as high as 2000 mA g-1. Both electrodes are able 

to recover high discharge capacities: 938 mAh g-1 for ZGO 

NSs@NF and 722 mAh g-1 for ZGO NRs@NF when the 

current densities fall back to 200 mA g-1. However, the 

pristine ZGO flake electrode demonstrates a rather inferior 

rate capability compared to the other binder-free electrodes. 

It delivers a much lower discharge capacity of about 82 mAh 

g-1 at 2000 mA g-1. Then the recovered discharge capacity is 

as low as 180 mAh g-1 with the current density returning 

back to 200 mA g-1. 
In order to explore the reaction kinetics of the as-prepared 

ZGO NSs@NF electrodes, CV measurements of ZGO 

NSs@NF anode at different scan rate were recorded as 

shown in Figure S6A (see Supporting Information). It is 

well known that the relation between current (I) and the 
scanning rate (v) can be described by the following 

equations s:68-70 

i = avb                                                                                 (6) 

log(i) = blog(v) + log(a)                                                 (7) 

where a and b are both constants. The value of b is between 

0.5 and 1.0, especially b=0.5 means the electrochemical 
reaction is a diffusion-controlled process while b=1.0 

denotes a capacitive-controlled process. The b value could 

be obtained through fitting the slope of the log(i) vs. log(v) 

plot at every redox peak, which have been shown in Figure 

S6B (see Supporting Information). The values of the five 
redox peaks were 0.96, 0.79, 0.73, 0.85 and 0.92, implying 

that the redox reactions of ZGO NSs@NF electrodes during 

the charge-discharge are mainly controlled by the capacitive 
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process, thus leading to highly enhanced reversible capacity 
and excellent rate performance. 

To mimicking the practical application of the ZGO 

NSs@NF electrode, we further assembled them into full-

cells using commercial LiFePO4 as cathode and 

electrochemically pre-lithiated ZGO NSs@NF as anode. The 

loading mass ratio of LiFePO4 cathode and pre-lithiated 

ZGO NSs@NF anode was controlled about 4:1 in order to 

ensure the ZGO NSs@NF anode capacity exceed a little. 

The full-cells was charged and discharged at 0.2 C (1 C= 

170 mA h g-1, respect to LiFePO4) within the cut-off voltage 

of 2.0-3.8V. Figure S7A (see Supporting Information) 

showed the charge-discharge curves at 1, 2, 10 cycles. As 

can be seen, the initial discharge capacity was 160 mA h g-1 

while the initial Coulombic efficiency was as high as 96.7%, 

suggesting superb reversible performance. Even after 80 

cycles, the discharge capacity could still be remained at 104 

mA h g-1 (Figure S7B, see Supporting Information). Clearly, 

the LiFePO4/ZGO NSs@NF full-cells exhibit good capacity, 

cycling stability and high Coulombic efficiency. The 

electrochemical results of full-cells verified the potential of 

ZGO NSs@NF as a promising candidate for LIBs anode. In 

addition, to present the superior electrochemical 

performance of our well-designed self-supported ZGO 

NSs@NF composites, other reported ZGO-based anodes are 

compared in Table S1 (see Supporting Information). 

The highly enhanced electrochemical performance 

including high discharge capacity, long-term cycle life and 

excellent rate capability of the novel self-supported ZGO 

NSs@NF electrodes can be ascribed to the well-designed 3D 

self-supported porous network structure. First, using free-

standing ultrathin ZGO NSs as building blocks and 

arranging them in a sponge-like structure increases the 

available electrode-electrolyte contact area, which shortens 

the Li+ ion diffusion pathway and facilitates the 

electrochemical process.13, 65 Second, the 3D interlinked 

ultrathin ZGO NSs with a self-supported structure can 

efficiently accommodate the stress induced by a drastic 

volume variation and avoid the structural collapse of active 

electrode materials on the repeated discharge/charge process 

as shown in Figure 5. The intumescent ZGO NSs resulting 

from the lithiation process were observed in Figure 5E on 

the initial five discharge/charge cycles at 200 mA g-1. Even 

after 100 cycles, the interlinked 3D porous network structure 

can still be well-maintained in the self-supported ZGO 

NSs@NF composites (Figure 5F). For the same current 

density and cycle number, however, clear distortion, even 

severe fracture, of the ZGO NRs arrays from the NF 

substrate can be observed on the ZGO NRs@NF electrodes 

(Figure 5K and 5L, and Figure S8A and S8B, see 

Supporting Information), due to the limited tolerance to 

volume changes of the ZGO NRs. Third, the conductive NF 

skeleton not only prevents severe aggregation of the original 

ZGO NSs and the subsequent intermediate, which can 

improve the reversibility of the conversion reactions and 

facilitate the Li+ ion accessibility to the electrode,49, 51 but 

also improves the electronic conductivity of the active 

materials in the total electrode even without other conductive 

additives. The Nyquist plots (Figure S9, see Supporting 

Information) show that the charge transfer resistance of the 

ZGO NSs@NF is lower than that of pristine ZGO flakes and 

ZGO NRs@NF. Just benefiting from these advantages, the 

novel self-supported ZGO NSs@NF anodes could 

demonstrate enhanced electrochemical cycling stability. 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the buffer function of the interlinked ultrathin ZGO NSs (A, B, C) and ZGO NRs (G, H, I) on 

nickel foam during the lithiation/delithiation process. Initial FESEM (D, J) and post-mortem FESEM images (E, F, K, L) of ZGO 

NSs@NF and ZGO NRs after 5 cycles (E, K) and 100 cycles (F, L) at 200 mA g-1 
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Conclusions 

In this paper, we successfully developed a novel hierarchical 

hybrid 3D self-supported structure composed of free-standing 

ultrathin ZGO NSs on conductive nickel foam (NF) through a 

simple CTAB-assisted hydrothermal process at 160 oC for 3 h. 

With the help of CTAB, the ultrathin ZGO NSs were 

interconnected and aligned vertically on the NF substrate to 
form a self-supported sponge-like network structure. This novel 

structure facilitated electronic/ionic transport and stabilized the 

total electrode structure upon the repeated cycling. The ZGO 

NSs@NF exhibited excellent electrochemical performance with 

a high discharge capacity, a long-term cycling stability and a 

good rate capability. A high reversible discharge capacity of 

about 794 mAh g-1 was readily maintained after 500 cycles at a 

current density of 200 mA g-1, corresponding to an 81% 

capacity retention of second 2nd cycle. Even cycling at a higher 

current density of 2000 mA g-1, the novel ZGO NSs@NF still 

delivers a stable discharge capacity of 537 mAh g-1. 
Furthermore, the LiFePO4/ZGO NSs@NF full-cells also deliver 

a stable discharge capacity of 104 mA h g-1 after 80 cycles. 

Such a self-supported structural construction of a 3D free-

standing ultrathin NSs network on a conductive substrate could 

offer an excellent volume buffer effect and improve interfacial 

contacts, which may stimulate the progress of other energy-

efficient technologies. 
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Graphical abstract 

 

 

Self-supported ultrathin ZGO NSs are successfully fabricated on nickel foam via a 

simple CTAB-assisted hydrothermal process. Such a robust 3D sponge-like structure 

presents a strong electrochemical tolerance, thus delivering excellent lithium storage 

performance with high discharge capacity, long-term cycling stability and a good rate 

capability. 
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